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1 Introduction

In this paper, we attempt to increase statis-
tical machine translation (SMT) performance
for a low resource language, Myanmar, by ap-
plying POS (part-of-speech) tags induced with
a novel bilingual infinite HMM approach. Like
in other low resource languages, POS tagged
corpora for Myanmar are not yet available and
thus we considered learning POS tags from an
existing un-tagged inhouse corpus. A num-
ber of unsupervised methods have been pro-
posed for inducing POS tags including non-
parametric Bayesian methods that automati-
cally select the number of POS tags. (Gael
et al., 2009) applied infinite HMM (iHMM)
(Beal et al., 2001; Teh et al., 2006), a non-
parametric version of an HMM, to POS tag
induction. (Tamura et al., 2013) proposed a
non-parametric Bayesian method for inducing
POS tags from dependency trees to improve
the performance of SMT. In case of Myan-
mar, there is no dependency tree data nor
dependency parser yet and thus we extended
iHMM approach for bilingual POS tags. The
experimental results show that phrase based
SMT with words that were tagged with in-
duced POS tags gains over 2 points in BLEU
for Myanmar to English translation.

2 Infinite HMM Model

A finite first-order HMM Model consists
of a hidden state (POS tag) sequence
z = (z1, z2, ..., zT ) and a corresponding obser-
vation (word) sequence x = (x1, x2, ..., xT ).
Each hidden state variable has C possible
values indexed by k. For each state k,
there is a parameter φk which parameterizes
the observation distribution for that state:
xt|zt ∼ F (φzt). φk is distributed accord-
ing to a prior distribution H: φk ∼ H.
Transitions between states are governed by

Markov dynamics parameterized by π, where
πij = p(zt = j|zt−1 = i) and πk are the transi-
tion probabilities from the state k. πk is dis-
tributed according to a Dirichlet distribution
with parameter ρ: πk|ρ ∼ Dirichlet(ρ, . . . , ρ).
The hidden state zt is distributed according
to a multinomial distribution πzt−1 spe-
cific to zt−1: zt|zt−1 ∼ Multinomial(πzt−1).
Given the parameters {π,φ,K}, the joint
distribution over z and x can be written:

p(z,x|π,φ,K) =
T∏
t=1

p(zt|zt−1)p(xt|zt).

In the infinite HMM model, the number of
possible hidden states is potentially infinite.
The infinite model is formed by extending the
finite HMM model using a hierarchical Dirich-
let process (HDP) (Teh et al., 2006). The infi-
nite HMM model is formally defined as follows:

β|γ ∼ GEM(γ),

πk|α0,β ∼ DP(α0,β),

φk ∼ H,

zt|zt−1 ∼ Multinomial(πzt−1),

xt|zt ∼ F (φzt),

where β|γ ∼ GEM(γ) is the stick-breaking
construction for DPs (Sethuraman, 1994).

3 Bilingual Infinite HMM Model
(B-iHMM)

We extend the monolingual HMM model to
a bilingual scenario in the same way as in
(Tamura et al., 2013). Specifically, our pro-
posed model introduces bilingual observations
by embedding the aligned words in the other
language into the sentence x, and each hid-
den state (POS tag) zt emits bilingual obser-
vations. Although Tamura et al. (2013) pro-
posed the joint model and the independent
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model, which differ in their processes for gen-
erating observations, we adopt the indepen-
dent model. For the aligned words, we intro-
duce an observation variable x′t for each zt and
a parameter φ′

k for each state k, which param-
eterizes a distinct distribution over the obser-
vations x′t for that state. φ′

k is distributed ac-
cording to a prior distribution H ′. Then, each
hidden state zt separately generates a word xt
and its aligned word x′t in the other language.
Specifically, the proposed model is formally
defined as follows:

β|γ ∼ GEM(γ),

πk|α0,β ∼ DP(α0,β),

φk ∼ H, φ′
k ∼ H ′,

zt|zt−1 ∼ Multinomial(πzt−1),

xt|zt ∼ F (φzt), x′t|zt ∼ F ′(φ′
zt).

When no word is aligned, we simply set a
NULL word to x′t. When multiple words are
aligned to a single word, each aligned word is
generated separately from observation distri-
bution parameterized by φ′

k. Figure 1 shows
an example of the bilingual infinite HMM (B-
iHMM) model. The state of “က” (z3) gener-
ates not only the Myanmar word “က” as x3
but also the Japanese word “は” as x′3.

In inference, we find the state set
that maximizes the posterior probability
of state transitions given observations (i.e.,
P (z1:n|x1:n, x′1:n)). Inference is carried out by
beam sampling (Gael et al., 2008; Gael et al.,
2009), which combines slice sampling and dy-
namic programming. Hyperparameters in in-
ference is the same as in (Tamura et al., 2013).
By inferring POS tags based on aligned words,
the proposed model can induce POS tags by
incorporating information from the other lan-
guage.

4 Experimental Setup

For parallel data, we used English, Japanese
and Myanmar language (un-segmented) data
from the multilingual Basic Travel Expres-
sions Corpus (BTEC) (Kikui et al., 2003). In
this experiment, we used 131,698 sentences for
both POS tag induction and training machine
translation (MT) model, 20,000 sentences for
development and 4,341 sentences for testing.
We evaluated our B-iHMM model for POS in-
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Figure 2: POS Tags Induction with B-iHMM
Model

duction using MOSES 1. We used the MeCab
2 for Japanese POS tagging and the TREE-
TAGGER3 for English POS tagging. In the
training process, the following steps are per-
formed sequentially:
Step 1. Preprocessing: We used 2,713
Myanmar sentences (24,129 words) tagged
with UCSY (University of Computer Studies,
Yangon) POS tags data for word segmentation
and initial POS tagging of the Myanmar part
of the BTEC. A Maximum Matching Word
segmentation method was used with unique
2,478 words extracted from the UCSY POS
tagged data. We then used the KyTea4 for
building a model for initial POS tagging with
UCSY POS tags. Word-by-word alignments
for the sentence pairs (Myanmar-Japanese,
Myanmar-English) are produced by first run-
ning GIZA++5 in both directions and then
combining the alignments using the “grow-
diag-final-and” heuristic (Koehn et al., 2003).
Step 2. POS Induction: We used Myan-
mar sentences (with initial POS tags) aligned
with target language sentences for POS induc-
tion. A POS tag for each word in the Myan-
mar sentences was inferred by our B-iHMM
model. Samples from the input and output of
the POS tag induction step for Myanmar and
English are shown in Figure 2.
Step 3. Training a POS Tagger: We build
a POS tagger with the induced B-iHMM POS
tags which are derived from Step 2 by using
KyTea. We used this POS tagger for tagging
B-iHMM POS tags for Myanmar development
and test data. We use two B-iHMM POS tag
sets one is trained with aligned English and
another is trained with aligned Japanese.
Step 4. Training phrase based SMT:

1http://www.statmt.org/moses/
2http://mecab.googlecode.com/svn/trunk/

mecab/doc/index.html
3http://www.cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/

tools/TreeTagger/
4http://www.phontron.com/kytea/
5http://code.google.com/p/giza-pp/
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Figure 1: A Graphical Representation of B-iHMM Model

Language modeling is done using IRSTLM6.
Phrase-based translation models were built
with MOSES. All of the log-linear model
weights were optimized on development data
using the MERT algorithm (Och and Ney,
2003). The decoding was done using MOSES.

5 Results and Discussion

The baseline was a standard phrase-based
SMT system without POS tag information on
both source and target sides. Table 1 shows
the performance on the test data measured by
case sensitive BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002)
and Table 2 shows the RIBES (Hideki et al.,
2010) scores. Although BLEU is the de facto
standard evaluation matrix for MT, we also
used RIBES scoring because it is suitable for
distant language pairs such as Myanmar and
English. In the third column denoted “Both
(POS)”, POS tags were used for both source
and target languages, and in the fourth col-
umn denoted “my (POS)” B-iHMM POS tags
were used only on the Myanmar side. In “Both
(POS)” and “my (POS)”, we used POS tagged
words instead of words. In Tables 1 and 2,
numbers in bold indicate that the method out-
performs the baseline. The first experiment
“Both (POS)” was intended to measure the
MT performance using induced B-iHMM POS
tags on a low resource language (i.e. Myan-
mar) together with POS tagged rich resource
languages (i.e. English and Japanese). The
second experiment “my (POS)” explored us-
ing induced B-iHMM POS tags only on the
Myanmar side.

Table 1 shows that “Both (POS)” for my-
en translation outperforms the baseline by a
large margin (+2.40 BLEU). In Table 2, “Both

6http://sourceforge.net/apps/mediawiki/
irstlm/index.php?title=IRSTLM

(POS)” achieved a higher RIBES for en-my
than the baseline. The RIBES for my-ja and
ja-my were comparable to the baseline. It is in-
teresting that the results when evaluating with
BLEU are different in character to those when
evaluating with RIBES.

We found that the BLEU on my-ja transla-
tion were lower than the baseline, but that the
RIBES on the same experiment were similar to
the baseline. Moreover, the BLEU and RIBES
were totally different for my-en and en-my.
One possible explanation is that the BLEU
evaluation metric does not significantly penal-
ize word order errors and this has an effect on
gramatically different language pairs, for ex-
ample the SOV-SVO language pairs in our ex-
periments (Myanmar and Japanese are SOV,
whereas English is SVO). From this point of
view, we believe that the RIBES metric is
more appropriate for languages pairs with very
different word orders, meaning the results for
my-en and en-my are encouraging.

We made a translation error analysis based
on translated outputs of three MT systems
on test data. Generally, there were two com-
mon errors for phrase based SMT with induced
POS tagged words; these are illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. Although the translated outputs of typi-
cal phrase based SMT with words (e.g. my-en)
are produced from a phrase level mapping (e.g.
next, Let me think about it), some translated
outputs of Both (POS) (e.g. my-en) are pro-
duced from word level mappings (e.g. A, little,
more, Let me think). This phenomenon would
seem support our hypthothesis concerning the
differences between the RIBES and the BLEU
for distant language pairs. A second common
error is caused when tokens of the same type
are erroneously tagged with different induced
POS tags leading to unknown words in the
phrase table. In the example of my-ja trans-
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src-tar Baseline Both(POS) my(POS)

my − ja 27.74 26.06 25.98
ja−my 24.70 24.44 24.12
my − en 21.11 23.51 19.53
en−my 23.25 19.93 22.11

Table 1: Performance on Machine Translation
Measured by BLEU score (here, en for English,
ja for Japanese and my for Myanmar)

src-tar Baseline Both(POS) my(POS)

my − ja 0.7834 0.7793 0.7779
ja−my 0.7964 0.7954 0.7948
my − en 0.6769 0.6711 0.6588
en−my 0.6915 0.7014 0.6963

Table 2: Performance on Machine Translation
Measured by RIBES score

lation in Figure 3, although the correct trans-
lation was given by the baseline, a translation
error occured in Both (POS).

6 Conclusion
The main contribution of this paper is a bilin-
gual infinite HMM POS tagging technique to
aid in the machine transation of low resource
languages. POS tags are inferred through a
bilingual alignment. From the overall results,
we can conclude that using our proposed ap-
proach can give rise to improvements in trans-
lation quality for my-en, en-my language pairs.
We also found that BLEU and RIBES scores
can disagree for distant language pairs. How-
ever, for close langugae pairs such as my-ja,
ja-my these two metrics agreed. We plan to
extend our study with other low resource lan-
guages such as Laos, Khmer.
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